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528. PRODUCTS OF HERMITIAN TRANSFORMATION*

Ali R. Amir-Moez

Let A and B be hermitian transformations on En, a unitary space of di-
mension n, where at least one of A and B is nonnegative (positive semi-definite).
Then proper values of AB are real. A generalization of minimax theorem for
AB is given and other problems are suggested.

Introduction. Many inequalities for singular values of the product of two matri-
ces have been obtained by R. C. THOMPSON,for example [5], and other papers
of his. These inequalities are also valid for the proper values of the product of
two non-negative transformations on En [1]. We shall not go into that. In this
article we study the product of some hermitian transformations on En'

1. Notations. We shall consider a unitary space En of dimension n. Vectors will
be denoted by Greek letters and complex numbers by italic small letters. Other
notations will follow the standard ones.

2. Theorem. Let A and B be hermitian transformations on En' where at least one
of A and B is non-negative. Then proper values of AB are real.

The proof is very simple. For example, let A be non-negative. Then

VA B VA is hermitian and has the same proper values as AB.
Since AB, in general, does not have an orthonormal set of proper vectors

we shall study a geometric structure of proper vectors of AB in the next few
sections.

3. Relatively orthogonal sets. Let H be a hermitian transformation on En' A set
gp . . . , ~k} is called relatively orthogonal, relative to H, if (H~i' ~j) = 0 for i*I

4. Theorem. Let H be a hermitian transformation on En with z zero, p positive
and n - (p + z) negative proper values. Let {~1' . . . , ~n} be linearly independent
and relatively orthogonal, relative to H. Then ~'s may be ordered in such a way that

(H~i' ~i)=O,i= 1,..., z;

(H~i' ~i»O,

(H~i' ~i)< 0,
This theorem is due to SYLVESTER(Law of Inertia).

i = z + 1, . . . , z + p;

i = z + p + 1, . . . , n.

5. Theorem. Let {~1' . . . , ~k} be a set of relatively orthogonal vectors relative to
a hermitian transformation H on En such that (H~i' ~i)*O, i= 1, ..., k. Then the
set is linearly independent.

The proof will be omitted.
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6. Theorem. Let A and B be hermitian transformations on En' where B is non-
negative. Let ci'f=Cj be two proper values of AS. By 3, we know that Ciand Cjare
real. Let

--+

Yi""'O,
--+

Yj""'O.

Then (By" y) = 0.

Proof. The proof follows the pattern of a hermitian transformation. One
observes that

(ABYi' By) = C;(Yi' By) = (BYi' ABYj) = Cj(BYi' Yj)'

7. Corollary. Let A and B satisfy hypotheses of 6. Then the set of proper vec-
tors of AB is linearly independent.

8. Theorem. Let H be a non-singular positive hermitian transformation on En.
Let {~I' . . . , ~n} be a set of relative orthogonal vectors relative to H. Then this
set can be normalized to {IXI"'" IXn} such that (H lXi'IX)= aij' Thus the set
{IXI'. . . , IXn}will be called relatively orthonormal relative to H.

The proof is quite simple. One may extend the theorem to the case that
H is singular.

9. Componentsof a vector. Let {lXI' . . . , IXn} be relatively orthonormal relative to
a non-singular positive transformation H on En' Then ~EEn can be written as

n

~= 2:
(~, HIX;)lXi'

icd

Also one obtains that

10. A minimax principle. Let A and B be hermitian transformations
B be positive. Let CI~ . . . ~ Cn be proper values of C = AB. Then

Ck=SUP inf (AB~, B~).
M ~EM

dimM~k (B~, ~)~I

on En and

The proof follows step by step the techniques of FISCHER'S minimax theorem.
We give an outline of the proof..

Proof. Let {1X1'. . . , IXn} be a set of relative orthonormal proper vectors of
AB such that ABlXi = CilXi' i = 1, . . . , n. Let M = [IXI'. . . , IXk]'Then for ~EM &
(B~, ~) = 1 we have

(1)
k

(AB~, B~) = L ci(BlXi' IX;) ~ Ck'
i~l

On the other hand let M be a k-dimensional subs pace of En. Let N =
= [lXk,. . . , IXnlThen there exists ~E M n N such that (B~,~) = 1. Thus

(2)
n

(AB~, ~)= L ci(BlXi' a;)~ck'
i~k
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Comparing (1) and (2) the proof is complete.
Indeed, this theorem can be generalized in many directions as was done in

[1], [2], [3], and [4], . . . . Thus they can be assigned as exercises.
One can change B to a non negative transformation and obtain modified

results. We omit that.
Since in the formula, (AB~, B~) is a quadratic form in B~, one may obtain

inequalites containing proper values of A, AB, and B. We omit the details.
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